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We are just getting started



.....[Belonging].....

{Guides/Mentors}

//Empowerment//
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Resources & Tools for All



Creative Placemaking



Interpreting
Meaningful Making

for STEM Fields

Top Row Image Reference from Left to Right: Mobile Maker Tour - Sweden, Student creating an alligator - Thailand, Cardboard projects in Wellpapp Wonderland - Sweden
Bottom Row Image Reference from Left to Right: Young makers sketching ideas - China, Building for the SDGs - Columbia, Group ideation -  California, USA   



Sharing Ideas &
Mentorship

Top Image: Tangible sketching of ideas at a public primary school - Gothenburg, Sweden
Bottom Image Reference: Musical Lunar New Year Puppets at Children’s Creativity Museum - San Francisco, California

❖ Culture of listening
❖ An environment for 

everyone to share
❖ A space to help another



Collaboration

Image Reference: Strawbees workshop on collaboration at a public primary school - Gothenburg, Sweden

❖ Everyone expresses ideas, 
sayings differently

❖ Opportunities to listen 
❖ Practice for resolving 

misunderstandings and 
learning



Communication 
for Inclusion

❖ Safety to speak
❖ Curating a resource library 

in different languages
❖ Also a curate a collection 

of media rich resources 
not reliant on a specific 
language or text

❖ Avoid assumptions

Image Reference: Girls in STEAM Camp, Children’s Creativity Museum - San Francisco, California





* Makerspaces, engineering labs, innovation 
labs, design thinking studios, etc etc

How t  Des 
For Ey & Ilu

in Sco Makpe*?



Who  in 
ind? 

Who s  
“sud” ?

● Required courses 
vs electives

● Affinity spaces 
for girls in 
STEM

● Learning tech 
for the sake of 
learning tech VS 
using tech for other 
purposes

● “Giving permission” Who s i 
te bg?

● Hiring & staffing
● Classroom culture & 

norms
● Relationships
● Curriculum design

● Assessment 
practices

● Mentorship 
opportunities

● Celebrations 
and showcases



Let’s redefine who gets to be 
called a “maker” and what is 
considered “making.”
At Maker Ed, we are committed to working past representation 
and towards deep systemic changes in educator practice, 
institutions and learning experiences for young people. 

This requires authentic co-creation, relationship building, and 
collaboration WITH our community. 



#

How are you 
CREATING A MORE AUTHENTIC 

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
by incorporating ways that 

STEM + making already 
show up in your learners’ 

lives?

MAKERED.ORG 2021
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#

How are you 
HONORING THE WEALTH 

that your community brings to 
the makerspace in order to 

disrupt practices that oppress, 
silence, and marginalize 

learners? 



#

How are you 
SHIFTING THE CULTURE
of the makerspace while 

honoring the identities and 
lived experiences of 
historically excluded 

communities?

MAKERED.ORG 2021



AN OPEN 
DOOR IS NOT 

ENOUGH



● Much of the “who” is a part of the maker 
movement is also entangled with the “what” 
of the maker movement.

● What is making?
● When is something considered “making” vs. 

“surviving” vs. “existing” vs. “culture”?
● What does it mean to move from “open 

doors” to create a radically and intentionally 
inclusive community of practice?

WHO IS A MAKER?
Using learners’ funds of knowledge to empower them to reclaim a narrowly-defined term

Kristin Bedford, “Samantha,” At It Again Car Club, 
Elysian Park, Los Angeles, CA (May 7, 2017). From 
“Cruise Night” (2021)



Nation of Makers’ Core Principles

● Everyone is welcome, including people of every age, ability, race, 

religion, ethnicity, sex, gender, sexual orientation, citizenship, veteran 

status, marital status, parental status, level of education, and 

socioeconomic class. 

● Everyone within our movement, our community, and in our spaces is 

safe, supported, heard, encouraged, and respected. 

● Everyone has access to the education and resources needed to make. 

● Every maker respects the safety and wellbeing of the community. 

● Our community chooses to engage in the ongoing process of making a 

more inclusive culture.

As a Nation of Makers, we believe we are stronger and more sustainable when... 



HOW DO YOU SEE 
YOURSELF?


